
The Lyon-based brand SKIMP is 
above all a story of adventure and 
travel. SKIMP reinvents everyday 
objects to make them FUN, INGE-
NIOUS & OFF-beat. The motto: 
«Don’t take yourself too seriously 
and shake up the codes, all in a 
colourful and assertive style». 
Well-known in the sports wor-
ld for its recyclable, waterproof 
and metal-free belts, the French 
brand never ceases to surpass it-
self by offering ever more offbeat 
and innovative designs. Today 
SKIMP challenges itself to revo-
lutionize the sports market with a 
100% waterproof backpack! It is 
through the collaborative funding 
platform Ulule that this beauti-
ful project was launched in April 
2021.

We are present on the Mai-
son&Objet exhibition
Hall 1 E12 SMART GIFT

CONTACT :
chb@skimp.fr
+33(0)6 09 96 22 45
www.skimp.fr

S K I M P  PRESENTS «LE BAROUDEUR»
Le Baroudeur is a 100% waterproof backpack made 
from truck tarp. With its sporty and urban look, it is the 
ideal companion for sea, mountain, motorcycle or bike 
trips.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Ultra-resistant 500D PVC tarpaulin.

3 types of closures: side, top, front.

100% welded, seamless for maximum waterproofness.

COOLFLEX back made of 3 3D padded mesh inserts for 
a real pleasure to wear.

The capacity of this backpack varies from 16 to 26L. 

The interior of the bag offers a zipped security pocket 
and a padded compartment.

AVAILABLE IN 7 COLOURS
This collection is available in 7 deep colours with a 
matte finish for a modern and accomplished design.



The French brand SKIMP is above 
all a story of adventure and tra-
vel. SKIMP reinvents everyday 
objects to make them FUN, INGE-
NIOUS & OFF-beat. The motto: 
«Don’t take yourself too seriously 
and shake up the codes, all in a 
colourful and assertive style». 
Well-known in the sports world 
for its recyclable, waterproof and 
metal-free belts, the brand never 
ceases to surpass itself by offe-
ring ever more offbeat and inno-
vative designs.

Today SKIMP launches a new 
concept of 100% waterproof mul-
tifunctional case «La Nomade». 
Thanks to an innovative scratch 
system, it can easily be fixed on a 
multitude of supports. 
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S K I M P  PRESENTS «LA NOMADE»
«La Nomade» is a multifunctional puch made of tarpaulin. 
Its waterproof zippers, its numerous storage spaces and its 
scratch fasteners make it an ideal hybrid accessory that will 
accompany you in all circumstances. 

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Ultra-resistant 500D PVC tarpaulin.

Two interior compartments. 

Its scratch fasteners at the back make it the ideal ac-
cessory to hang on your two wheels.

Several types of openings possible.

Waterproof zips. 

AVAILABLE IN 7 COLOURS
This collection is available in 7 deep colours with a 
matte finish for a modern and accomplished design.



The French brand SKIMP is above 
all a story of adventure and tra-
vel. SKIMP reinvents everyday 
objects to make them FUN, INGE-
NIOUS & OFF-beat. The motto: 
«Don’t take yourself too seriously 
and shake up the codes, all in a 
colourful and assertive style». 
Well-known in the sports world 
for its recyclable, waterproof and 
metal-free belts, the brand never 
ceases to surpass itself by offe-
ring ever more offbeat and inno-
vative designs.

Today SKIMP offers on the mar-
ket a new type of schoolbag with 
a classic and urban look while of-
fering perfect waterproofness.
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S K I M P  PRESENTS «LE STUDIEUX»
Its waterproof zippers, its many storage compart-
ments and its deep colours will make your daily trips 
more joyful. It will quickly become an indispensable 
companion.

TECHNICAL CARACTERISTICS
Ultra-resistant 500D PVC tarpaulin.

Waterproof zips. 

Seamless, it will perfectly protect your belongings from 
bad weather.

Rounded handles for a comfortable hand carry.

Removable shoulder strap adjustable in length.

Interior lining.

AVAILABLE IN 5 COLOURS
This collection is available in 5 deep colours with a 
matte finish for a modern and accomplished design.



The French brand SKIMP is above 
all a story of adventure and tra-
vel. SKIMP reinvents everyday 
objects to make them FUN, INGE-
NIOUS & OFF-beat. The motto: 
«Don’t take yourself too seriously 
and shake up the codes, all in a 
colourful and assertive style». 
Well-known in the sports world 
for its recyclable, waterproof and 
metal-free belts, the brand never 
ceases to surpass itself by offe-
ring ever more offbeat and inno-
vative designs.

Today SKIMP makes many colla-
borations with artists, proposing 
always more amazing belts, like 
the SKIMP X JAKE belt! 

We are present on the Maison 
& Objet exhibition Hall 1 E12 
SMART GIFT

CONTACT :
chb@skimp.fr
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As an independent artist, he creates works on a multi-
tude of supports where he reveals his universe rich in 
symbols, characters and word games. His pieces give 
birth to lively artworks, full of energy and joy that im-
merse the spectators in his world rich in adventure. 

S K I M P  P R E S E N T S  « J a k é »  : 
U R B A N  A N D  C O N T E M P O R A R Y  A R T I S T .


